TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
of the animals surrounding me at Herbert's Cottage. "Little" as
applied here, is an adjective pure and simple, not an attempt on
my part to cadge sentiment for their helpless dependence. If I kept
a herd of dinosaurs, ichthyosauri, centaurs, sphinx and rhino-
ceroses on the premises, naturally I should not have written of
their "little lives", but small dogs and kittens and cats do in actual
fact live a life reduced to scale, adde-high, knee-high, but no more,
from our point of view. Equally, an elephant might write a
charming narrative of humans and their little lives.
Flattered at my welcome, though not deceived, I bent to scratch
Josephine behind the ears while she purred and brrred and went
on weaving—and then, suddenly bored with caresses, shot away
and lay crouching- among the white border of tobacco-plant, her
tail slowly lashing to and fro, pointed teeth glinting, small red
tongue just visible as she did that jungle chatter which always rather
frightened me on behalf of the birds swooping to and from the
lawn and the pear-trees and the small Italian oak that shadowed the
pool in the rock-garden.
"Ought she to be leaving her kitten already j" I asked Sophia,
but idly, knowing that it was not a question with Josephine of
ought or ought not. She had had her very first bunch of kittens
on the day before I left to go to Kent; being, as one might say
poetically, still in the spring and blossom-time of her girlhood;
and indeed, no alluring young girl who valued her lissom figure
could have been as disgusted as Josephine during those weeks
when to her bewilderment nature slowed her up ... slowed up
her fun, slowed up her nimbleness and grace, loaded her down with
a heavy burden. Well^-we drpwned six kittens and buried them
efficiently under the pear-trees, and left Tommy, a random but
we hoped lucky selection to comfort the disconsolate mother.
Disconsolate, hell! Josephine mewed for about half an hour and
then forgot; and even during the day or two we spent with her
before leaving, she only bothered about Tommy when one of us
picked him up for investigation (one must investigate) when she
appeared in a flash and in a temper, roughly to lick away the
contamination of our touch on her infant son. I trust I have made
it plain that Josephine was a little horror; she fascinated me by
lw vitality; beauty alone could not have done it. Josephine did
not pause to enjoy life, she was life itself, that unsolicited gift, the
ceje^^joa, the spark, the will, the urgency, the absorption in
mom&nt and every movement for its own sake without
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